
UNDERCOVER
Parcel tape on wall, 470x980 cm
The entire wall was covered with brown parcel tape, to torn off again. What remains is a wall drawing made 
of screws, lines and remnants of the tape.



FRAMEWORK
Plasterboard, wall paint, wooden construction, putty, three ceiling and two wall columns
The existing chimney pillar was extended by three ceiling- and two wall columns. The result is a framework 
structure that spanned the entire space. The intervention fit seamlessly into the architecture, but irritated 
due to its futility.



WALLPAPER
Wood, acrylate, glue, plasterboard wall, 4x 327x61x5 cm
The top layers of an existing plasterboard wall were removed by a peel-off method. For this acrylate is 
applied, which, after drying, peeled off - similar to a second „skin“ - the front layers of paint and paper. The 
removed material was installed on wooden boards in front the processed area.



PROPER WALL 
Plasterboard, plaster, wall paint, 225 x 180 cm
Minimal construction / maximum reduction of a temporary wall as an architectural condition of the 
exhibition space.



SPACE RIP
Mirror, putty, paint, 32x2cm
Under the wall surface a mirror was framed, filled and painted. The spot is slightly scratched, so that the 
reflective is only recognizable by movement.



POST-IT 
Creativ Mount on ground, 320x200 cm
There is an almost invisible film on the floor. Only by overflowing the work it becomes noticeable by the 
noise and the remaining footprint. Gradually, more and more footprints remain, to the complete pollution 
of the surface. The audience thus makes an integrative contribution to the final constitution of the work.



SELF SHEDING WALL PIECE 
Clay, pigment, binder, 150x250x3 cm
A smoothly plastered wall will gradually peel itself over the exhibition period. By applying the mass, a 
continuous removal of the work and the wall will be effected.



SURFACE
Acrylic paint (magenta, cyan, yellow), water, 507x507 cm
From the need to cover up the floor grey, the activity itself has become the work. The floor was repeatedly 
washed out with the primary colours magenta, cyan and yellow, so it developed a grey soil. Due to the un-
evenness the colour changes and manifests the painterly process in its minimalist form.



EXPOSED 
Light bars, pigment, fluorescent lamp, cables, metal chain, 620x540 cm
The precipitation of the 16 distant fluorescent lamps is noticeable; the the lights changed in their position.



STRIPPING
Acrylic, wall, plaster and wallpaper rests on Alu Dibond, each 80x60 cm
The starting point of the work STRIPPING is a room that is sculpturally treated, a wall that had “skinned” 
layer by layer, from woodchip paper to bare plaster, from one segment of time to an older one – sediments of 
an home. This peeling process exposes the past and witnessed how tastes change over decades archaeology 
of living, housing and rehousing.



INVERTED
Wood, paint, glue, 120x14x3cm
The entire gallery space was equipped with skirting boards. One was turned.



DISMANTLED WALL
30 wall elements (each 70x60cm), plasterboard, wood, plaster, wall paint, 350x360x5cm
During the 30-day exhibition, a plastered picture wall was gradually removed - resulting in the complete 
dissolution of the work.



DOOR RADIUS DRAWING
Graphite pencil on ground
Similar to the graphic representation on the floor plan, every door marking of the gallery space was modeled 
and drawn on the ground.



WASHED OUT WALL
wall colour, water, 360x350 cm
A freshly painted wall washed out from above.


